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SIMPLE EXCLUSION PROCESSf1 )
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THOMAS M. LIGGETT

ABSTRACT.  Consider the infinite particle system on the integers with the

simple exclusion interaction and one-particle motion determined by p{x, x + 1) =

p and p(x, x - 1) = q for x e Z, where p + q = 1 and p > q.   If u is the initial

distribution of the system, let uf be the distribution at time t.  The main results

determine the limiting behavior of u, as t -* °° for simple choices of p.   For ex-

ample, it is shown that if p is the pointmass on the configuration in which all

sites to the left of the origin are occupied, while those to the right are vacant,

then the system converges as t -* °° to the product measure on {o, 1 r1 with den-

sity Vi.   For the proof, an auxiliary process is introduced which is of interest in

its own right.   It is a process on the positive integers in which particles move

according to the simple exclusion process, but with the additional feature that

there can be creation and destruction of particles at one.  Ergodic theorems are

proved for this process also.

1. Introduction.  Let p{x, y) be the transition function for a Markov chain

on the countable set 5.   The infinite particle system on 5 with the simple exclu-

sion interaction and one-particle motion determined by p was introduced by

Spitzer in [8], and can be described in the following way. Particles are distributed

initially on 5 in such a way that there is at most one particle per site.  Each par-

ticle waits an exponential time with parameter one, and then attempts a transition

to another site in 5 chosen according to the probabilities p{x, y). It makes the

transition if that site is vacant, while if it is occupied, the particle remains where

it was.  As a result of this exclusion interaction, some condition on p{x, y) is

needed to guarantee that a process behaving according to this description exists.

It was proved in [6] that a sufficient condition for the existence of such a process

is that supySjjpfo y) < °°. The resulting system is then a strong Markov process

nt with state space X = {0, 1}S whose infinitesimal generator is the closure in

C{X) of the operator Í2 defined for functions / which depend on only finitely

many coordinates by
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íVfo)=   Z p(x.yMvxy)-An)h
V(.x)=l
r,(y)=0

where r?_v denotes the configuration obtained from 17 by interchanging the x and

y coordinates.  Let S(t) be the semigroup on C(X) which corresponds to this

generator. Recall that if p is the initial distribution of the process, then pS(t) is

the distribution of the process at time t.

There are two basic problems which arise in the ergodic theory of the pro-

cess r¡t. The first is to describe the set of all invariant (probability) measures for

the system: 7. = {p on X: pS(t) = p for all t > 0}, while the second is to deter-

mine the domain of attraction of each extreme invariant measure. This means

that for a given pE Je, one wants to find all probability measures v for which

vS(t) —► p weakly as t —► °°. These questions were answered completely in [3],

[4] and [9] under the assumption that p(x, y) = piy, x) for all x.yES. The

property which makes this symmetric case tractable is contained in a theorem due

to Spitzer (see [3, Theorem 1.1]) which permits the reduction of many problems

involving the infinite particle system to ones involving the corresponding finite

system. Analytically, the effect of this is that the n-point probabilities [vS(t)] {17:

r/(Xj) = 1,. . ., r){x„) = 1} of vS(t) can be expressed in terms of the n-point

probabilities of v for the same n. If p is not symmetric, Spitzer's theorem fails

and, in fact, the n-point probabilities of vS(t) depend on the full structure of the

measure v in a very complex way. This makes the analysis much more difficult,

and there is little hope that anything resembling the complete results available in

the symmetric case can be obtained in general. In fact, it will be seen in this

paper that the difficulty is not merely the absence of the analytical tools provided

in the symmetric case by Spitzer's theorem, but also the fact that the limiting

behavior of the system is more complicated in the asymmetric case. One asym-

metric case which has been treated is that in which p is positive recurrent and

reversible [5]. This case is not at all typical, however, since one finds that there

are no measures in Ï which concentrate on {tj G X: T,xr\(x) = °°, Xx [1 - t¡(x)]

= 00}.

In this paper, we consider the case in which S = Z (the integers) and

(1.1) p(x, x + 1) = p   and   p(x, x - 1) = q

for all x G Z, where p + q = 1. Some of our techniques of proof will probably

not generalize significantly beyond this case, but some of them will, and our re-

sults should indicate to some extent what may be expected to hold in greater

generality. We will assume that p ¥= lA, since otherwise p(x, y) is symmetric and

the ergodic theory of 17, is covered by the results of [9]. Furthermore, there is

an obvious translation of results for p > Vi into corresponding results for p < Vi,

so we will assume throughout that Vi < p < 1.
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We begin by stating what is known about I, since we have little new to add

to its description. For p G [0, 1], let v  be the product measure on X with

vp {n: t]{x) = 1} = p for all x E Z. In [1], Holley proved that vp E I for each

p. (In fact, this is true whenever p{x, y) is doubly stochastic, as was conjectured

by Spitzer in [8] and can be easily proved using the results of [6].) These are

the only extreme invariant measures if p = 14, as was proved in [9]. In our case,

however, there is another class of measures in I.  If p = 1 and « G Z, let vn he

the pointmass on the configuration in which r¡{x) = 1 for x > n and t,(x) = 0 for

x < n. This is clearly invariant for the process, since, with this initial configura-

tion, no transitions are possible. If 14 <p < 1, there is a corresponding collection

of invariant measures which can be described in the following way. Let r = p/q

and for 0 < p < °° let vp be the product measure on X with vp {17: t\{x) = 1} =

pr*/(l + prx). The proof of part (a) of [5, Theorem 3.1] is independent of the

assumption of positive recurrence of p{x, y), so it follows from that result that

Vp E I for each p since rxp{x, y) = ryp{y, x). Let An = {17 G X: 'Lx<nr¡{x) =

*x>n [1 - V{x)] < °°} and Aj= {tj G X: -Zx<0v{x) < ~ and Zx>0 [1 -ijf»] <«}.

Then A = Un=—<»-^n» an(^ vPi^) = - f°r each P smce **> 1«  Since A is count-

able, i~t is simply a Markov chain on A, and it is easy to check that {An: - °° <

n < °°} are the closed irreducible classes for the chain. Therefore the restriction
e*W •*■■»/

of Vp to An is invariant for 7)t, and since vp{An) > 0 for each « and p, the chain

is positive recurrent on each An and has stationary distribution vn = vp{ • \An),

which is therefore independent of p. Presumably, the only extreme invariant

measures for the process are {v. : 0 < p < 1} and {vn : - °° < « < °°}, but the

proof of this remains an open problem. The one result along these lines which is

available is that the only invariant measures which are translation invariant are the

exchangeable measures on X. A proof of this statement can be constructed using

the methods developed by Holley in [2]. Added in proof: The above conjecture

is correct, and will be proved in a forthcoming paper by the present author.

We turn now to a description of our results on the convergence problem.

The class of initial distributions which concentrate on A can be treated immediate-

ly. If p{A) = 1, and in particular if 2x<0p{t7: rfx) = 1} < °° and 2x>0u{r¡'- v{x) = 0}

< °°, the ordinary convergence theorem for positive recurrent Markov chains yields
00

(1.2) limp5(0=   Z KAn)vn.

Our main interest, however, is treating initial distributions p which are product

measures on X for which lim^^pÍT?: r¡{x) = 1} and limJC_>_QOp{T?: r¡{x) = 1}

both exist but are not necessarily equal.  For such initial distributions, there are

two components of the motion which would seem to determine the limiting be-

havior of the process as t —► °°.  For example, suppose p has low density on the

left and high density on the right.  Since p > q, one might think that the whole
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system would tend to move toward the right, and that therefore one would tend

to observe the lower density situation as t —► °°. This would in fact happen if

there were no interaction.  On the other hand, since particles will interfere with

each other's motion more at high density than at low density, the particles on the

left will initially move to the right more rapidly than will those on the right, and

will meet increasing interference from those on the right. Therefore the density

of the particles on the left will increase, and one might expect to observe the high

density situation as t —► °°. Our main theorem describes conditions under which

one or the other or both of these mechanisms dominate the evolution of the

process.

Theorem 1.3. Assume that p is a product measure on X and that the

following limits exist:

(1.4) X=   lim   p{q:r¡{x)= 1>>        p =   Um   p{n: rfcc) = 1}.
X-*— »o X~*+ —

(a) If\>Vi and p < Vi, then Mm^^pS^) = vx/2.

(b) If p>1Áand\ + p > 1, then limt_>,„pS(t) = vp.

(c) If X < Vi and X + p < 1, then limf_„pSfä = vx.

It is interesting to note that the effect of the interaction is much more pro-

nounced in this case than in the symmetric case. For purposes of comparison, it

should be mentioned that if p = Vt, Theorem 4 of [9] implies that under the

above conditions, limf_+00/xS'(r) = Vi\+p\i2 for any choice of X and p.

The above theorem omits the case

(1.5) X + p = l    and   \<Vi

in which the situation is much more delicate.  In fact, in this case, (1.4) is not

sufficient to guarantee convergence at all.  It will be shown as a consequence of

Theorem 1.3 that if X and p satisfy (1.5), there exists a product measure p satisfy-

ing (1.4) for which pS(t) has both i>x and vp as weak limit points as t —*■ <*>.

However we do make the following conjecture in case the convergence in (1.4) is

sufficiently rapid.

Conjecture 1.6.   Assume that p is a product measure on X which satisfies

S^oHt?: t?(x) = 1} - X|< °° and 2x>0\p{n- v{x) - 1} -pl<~. //X + p = 1

and 0 < X < 54, then lim^uiXO = %»\ + Kvp.

Remark.   It follows from (1.2) that this is not true if X = 0 and p = 1.

In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.3, an auxiliary process which is of

interest in its own right is introduced and studied. It is a Markov process on

X+ = {0, 1}  + where Z+ = {1, 2, . . . } which can be described as the simple

exclusion process on Z+ with the additional feature that there can be creation

and destruction of particles at one.  The creation and destruction rates at one
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depend on only one parameter X G [0, 1], and are chosen in such a way that they

can be viewed as arising from a fictitious state 0 with the property that T)f(0) = 1

with probability X and rjf(0) is independent of the process {r¡t{x), x EZ+} for

all t > 0.  Thus the creation and destruction rates at one are pX and q{l - X)

respectively, and the generator of the process, when restricted to functions/

which depend on finitely many coordinates, is given by

*hM = Z {(",(*) [1 - nix + l)] + qri{x + 1)[1 - rfr)]} \fivx,x+1) ~/(t?)]
x=l

+ {px[i - Tj(i)] + «Ki - xMi)} [fa.) -fm

where ~ix{x) = t,(x) for x > 1 and i)x{l) - 1 - 77(1).  Let S^{t) be the semigroup

corresponding to this generator.  We will refer to the process as the X-process.

It is easy to check that vx is invariant for this process.  In fact if p = 14,

this is the only invariant measure and pSx{f) —► vx for every initial distribution

p. However, in our case in which p > 14, there are in general other invariant

measures as described in the following theorem. We will say that a probability

measure p on X+ behaves like v   at °° if

lim p{tj: t?(Xi + x) - 1,..., r\{xn + x) = 1} = p"
X-*"

for all distinct choices xx.xn G Z and all « > 1.

Theorem 1.7.   There exists a collection p(X, p) of probability measures on

X+ defined for 14 < p < lif1Á<\<landforp = \andp>l-\ifO<:

X < 14 with the following properties:

(a) p(X, p) is invariant for the \-process for each p.

(b) p(X, p) behaves like v  at °°.

(c) p(X, X) = i>v

(d) p(X, p) is jointly weakly continuous in X and p.

(e) // 0 < X < 14, then vK = limpi, _xp(X, p).

The convergence results for the X-process which are used in the proof of

Theorem 1.3 are given next.

Theorem 1.8. Assume that p is a product measure on X+ for which p =

--^x-*"!1^'- rçM = -) exists.

(a) // X > 14, then Mm^pSJt) = p(X, p)ifp> 14, and lim^pSJj) =

p(X,ü)./p<ü.

(b) // X < 14, then limí_0Op5x(í) = p(X, p) //p > 1 - X, and \imt^pSx{t)

-= vK if p < 1 - X  // X = 0, p = 1 awci p = 1, the additional assumption that

"Lx>xp{r¡: r¡{x) = 0} = °° is required.
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An interesting special case of this theorem is that in which the process be-

gins with r¡(x) = 0 for all x EZ+. Then we see that pSx(t) —•> uk if X < Vi, but

pS^(t) converges to a measure which behaves like vx ,2 at °° if X > Vi. Thus the

mechanism of creation of particles at one appears not to be sufficiently strong if

p > Vi to raise the asymptotic density of particles above 14.

In the proofs of these results, it will often be necessary to compare the

distributions at time t of two different processes which began with the same dis-

tribution, or of the same process begun with different distributions. The inequali-

ties between probability measures which will be needed in this connection will be

described and proved in §2.  §3 is devoted to the analysis of a process on {1,

..., n} which has creation and destruction of particles at both 1 and n.  This

process is simply a Markov chain with a finite state space, and the aim here is to

study its stationary distribution, and in particular the limiting behavior of the

stationary distribution as n —► °°.  Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 will then be proved in

§4 by comparing the X-process with the finite system.  Finally, Theorem 1.3 will

be proved in §5 by comparison with the X-process.

2.  Comparisons and inequalities.  Let p(x, y) be a doubly stochastic tran-

sition function for a Markov chain on the countable set 5, and let a(x) be a func-

tion on S which satisfies 0 < a(x) < 1 for all x. For each subset D of S, we will

consider the Markov process on XD = {0, 1}D whose generator, when restricted

to functions depending on finitely many coordinates, has the form

îV(î?)=   Z r){x)[i-v(y)]p{x,y)\finx,y)-fir,)]
x.yGD

+ Z Hx)p{x, y)[l - a(y)] + [1 - v{x)]p{y, x)a(y)} \fir)x) - fir,)],
xBD
y&D

where again r¡x(y) = r¡(y) for y ^ x and r¡x(x) = 1 - r¡(x). Since p is doubly

stochastic, the existence results of [6] guarantee that there is a unique generator

with this restriction.  For this process, in addition to the motion on D according

to the simple exclusion interaction, there is spontaneous creation and destruction

of particles at rates which depend on the function a. Note that if D = S, this is

the ordinary simple exclusion process on S, while the X-process described in the

introduction is obtained by taking S = Z, D = Z+ and a(0) = X.  Let SD(t) de-

note the semigroup corresponding to this process. When dealing with a probability

measure on XD which represents the distribution of the process at some time, we

will adopt the convention that it is to be regarded as a probability measure

on X by letting it be the product measure on X = XD x II^^ÍO, 1} with

p{r¡: r¡(x) = 1} = a(x) for x ED.   Functions on XD will be viewed as functions

on X in the standard way.
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Define a partial order on probability measures on X in the following way.

Let M be the set of monotone continuous functions on X:

M={fEC{X):nAEX   and   t? < f => An) <AM •

If D C 5, MD will denote the set of/G M which depend only on coordinates in

D. Say that p < v if //cfp < //<&> for all /G M. An equivalent definition is that

p < v if there exists a probability measure on {(17, Ç)EX x X: rj<C} whose

marginal distributions are p and i> respectively. The equivalence of these definitions

is a consequence of [7, Theorem 53, Chapter XI]. In developing the relationship

between this partial order and the process with generator Q,D, we will need the

following two standard semigroup results. The first is in fact valid for any bound-

ed generator, while the second is a consequence of the Trotter theorem on con-

vergence of a sequence of semigroups.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that D is a finite subset of S and that K is a

closed convex subset of C{XD). If there is an e > 0 so that I + eSlD : K-* K,

then SD{t): K —» K for all t > 0.

Proposition 2.2.   IfDnCS and Dn t D, then, for all f E C{XD) and

t>o,sDn{ty-^sD{t)f.

The following is a consequence of [5, Theorem 2.1] in case D = 5.

Theorem 2.3. Ifp<v, then pSD{t) < vSD{t) for allt>0 and DCS.

Proof.  By Proposition 2.2, it suffices to prove the theorem in case D is

finite.  So assume that D has « elements.  If/G M/j and x, y ED, then the func-

tions t?(x)[i - v(y)]fivxy) + [i - t?(x)] [i - t?OMt0, mx)Anx) + [1 - tjGOl/fo).
and [1 - T){x)]finx) + T){x)An) ate also in M^. Therefore Q.^ + 2«/G M/,, and

hence SD{i): MD —► M^, for all t > 0 by Proposition 2.1.  The required result

then follows from the relation ffd[pSD{t)] = JSD{t)fdp.

As mentioned in the introduction, the fact that p{x, y) is doubly stochastic

implies that vp is invariant for 5(0 for 0 < p < 1. For D C 5, the role of vp is

described by the following result. In this, as well as in other theorems of this

section, versions can be obtained with inequalities reversed simply by interchanging

the roles of 0 and 1.

Theorem 2.4. (a) Ifax{x) < a2{x) on S\D and p<v, then pSlD{t) <

vSp{t), where S'D{t) is the semigroup corresponding to a¡. (b) Ifa{x) = p on

S\D, then vp is invariant for SD{t). (c) Ifa{x) > p on S\D, then vpSD{t) > vp.

Proof.  Again it suffices to consider the case in which D is finite. If S2¿

is the generator of 5ß(r), then
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ahm-ahfà)
- Z d1 - V{x)]p(y, x) - V{x)p{x, y)}[a2(y) - ax(y)] \f(rjx) -fin)}.

xSD

y<£D

If /G UD, then r,(xMr,x) -fir,)] < 0 and [1 - r,(x)] \f(r,x) - fir,)] > O, so, for

such /,

(2.5) nlf(r,) > ny(r,).

UtK= {(fx, f2) E UD x UD: 0 </j </2}. By the proof of Theorem 2.3,

there is an e > 0 so that Z + eíi¿: M0 ■—*■ UD and Z + eí2¿: MD —* MD- Since

Í2¿ and Í2|, are the generators for finite Markov chains, e can be made smaller in

such a way that in addition Z + eí2¿ and I + eS2¿ map nonnegative functions to

nonnegative functions. Then, by (2.5), (fx, f2) E K implies that (fx + eí2¿/j,

f2 + eS2¿/2) G K.   Therefore (SlD(t), S2D(t)) maps K into itself.  In particular, it

follows that 5¿(r)/ < Sl,(t)f for all /G MD, and therefore that pSlD{t) < pSl(t)

for all p. Part (a) then follows from Theorem 2.3.  In order to prove part (b),

note that, for any function / which depends only on the coordinates in D,

njiv) - Wto) = Z {r){x)p{x, y)-[l-V{x)]p{y, x)}[r,(y) -p]\fir,x) -fir,)]-
x&D

y<£D

The integral of the right side with respect to v   is zero, and therefore JÍ2D/(i7)í/i'p

= 0 since vp is invariant for S(t). Part (c) then follows from (a) and (b).

Corollary 2.6.   Ifa(x) > p on S\D, then p>vp implies that

pSD{t)>vpSD(t)>vp.

A stronger form of this result will be needed.  We will say that p >s v   if

(2.7) ffgdp>0

whenever

(2 8) / G M, ífdvp = 0, g > 0, and / and g depend

on finite disjoint sets of coordinates.

By taking g = 1, it can be seen that p >s vp implies that p>vp, thus justifying

the notation.  In fact, p >s vp can be viewed as a conditioned form of p > vp.

The following result says that it suffices in the above definition to consider only

functions / which depend on one coordinate.

Lemma 2.9.   Suppose that p satisfies f[r,(u) - p]g(r,)dp > 0 whenever g is
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a nonnegative function which depends on finitely many coordinates other than

■n{u).  Then p>svp.

Proof.  Assume that 0 < p < 1, since otherwise the result is immediate.

The proof of (2.7) is by induction on the number of coordinates on which /

depends. If / depends on only one coordinate t?(«), then / is a nonnegative con-

stant multiple of [t){u) - p], so (2.7) is true by assumption. Now let /and g be

as in (2.8), and let t?(«) be one of the coordinates on which / depends.  Write

An) - [1 - t?(«)]/0(t7) + t?(h)/i (t?)> where /0 and fx do not depend on the co-

ordinate tj(«), and therefore depend on fewer coordinates than does /  Since / G

M, it follows that /0, /x G M and /0(t7) <fx{n) for all r¡.  Since ¡fdvp = 0, it

follows that

(2.10) (1 - p)ff0 dvp + pffx dVp = 0,

and so ff0 dvp < 0 < ffx dvp. By the induction assumption,

J[l - î?(«)]/o0?)g(î.) dp > [//0 dVp]f[l - v{")]g{v) dp,

and

fr¡{u)fiin)gin)dp. > N/j dVp\ jv{u)g{ri)dp.

Therefore, by (2.10),

ffg dp>{l- p)-l [//, dij [(1 - p)fV{u)g{n) dp - pf[l - muMv) *]

= (1 - P)"1]//, ^p][/[r?(") -Pfefo)*] > 0,

thus completing the induction step.

Theorem 2.11. Suppose that D is a finite subset of 5.   For fixed

p E [0, 1], let L be the {closed, convex) set of all functions of the form g{ii)

+ ¿-xeD[~i{x) - p]gx{r¡), where g and gx are nonnegative functions which depend

only on the coordinates r¡{y) for y ED and y E D\{x} respectively. If a{x) > p

on S\D, then there exists an e > 0 such that I + eüD : L —> L.

Proof.   Since £lD is the generator for a finite Markov chain, there is an

e > 0 so that (/ + e£lD)g > 0 for all g > 0. Now fix uED, let g be a nonnega-

tive function depending only on coordinates r¡{x) for x G D\{u}, and put h{r¡) -=

[t}{u) - p]gin).  In what follows, the variables x and y tange over D\{u} and z

ranges over S\D. Then
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WO = IX*)!1 - »íOOIpC*. y)[v{u) - pMvxy)-giv)]
x,y

-1?(") z n - uooipfc joipîcv + o - p)sm
y

+ [1 - T,{U)] ZvWPÍX, «)[(1 - P*fo,) + P*(t?)]

+ gin) {[i - *«)] E«(z)pk ") - mu) £p(«, *)[i - «(*)]}
V z z )

= [17(11) - p]£p(x, y){q{x)[l - r,(y)]g{VXy) + T?(x>?0)g(r7)
x,y

+ [i-n{x)]gin)}

-W¡*)-p)gfa)Zpb>y)
x,y

+ ni")Zp(». jOÍO - P>H»iCtï) - PU - uöOkfo,)}

+ [i - tK»)] j: pC*. ")0?(*)(i - P)gtox) - p[i - uGOkfo)}

+¿(t?) {[i - vm [z***»(*. «)+p z p(-x> »)]

- *?(") fePiu. z)[l- a(z)] +{l-p)ZP(". y)]} ■

For 7 G D\{u}, let £q(îj) an(* £i(j?) be the functions depending only on the co-

ordinates in D\{u, y} which satisfy g(r,) = viy^Ol) + [1 ~ iiOOlSoO?)- Then

n0A(»i) + [Zp(^^) + i- p(«. «)]*(».)

= hi«) - p] £ Pfr ̂  W*)!1 - niy)]g{r,xy) +rfr)rfym + [l -rfcMn)}
x,y

+ t?(«) Z p(". y)ln(y) - pKO») + f1 - *")! Z pfr «OfoW ~ "#>(*?)
y x

+ «00 Í [1 - *?(")] Z M*) - pM*. ") + tf") Z P("> z)t°!(z) "Pll-

So, if the cardinality of D is n, A + (n + 1)  'iî^n G L, and the proof is complete.

The required stronger form of Corollary 2.6 is then

Corollary 2.12. IfaLx) > p on S\D and p >s vp, then pSD(t) >s vp for

all t > 0.

Proof.  Since the relation p >s vp is preserved by weak convergence, it

suffices by Proposition 2.2 to prove the corollary in case D is finite.  But, by
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Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.1, SD{t): L —> L, and the proof is complete

since p >s Vp is equivalent to fhdp > 0 for all « G L by Lemma 2.9.

So far, we have dealt only with inequalities which involve only one D at a

time. Throughout the remainder of the paper, however, we will need to compare

distributions at time t corresponding to different processes.  In doing so, it is

important to recall the convention adopted at the beginning of this section regard-

ing the interpretation of pSD{t) as a probability measure on X.

Theorem 2.13.  Assume that CEDES, a{x) > p on S\D, and a{x) = p

on D\C.  If p. >s Vp, then p5c(r) < pSD{t) for allt>0.

Proof.  By Proposition 2.2, we may assume that D is finite. Consider

/G Mc. Then

VdAi) - ncAn)

=    £   \Anx) - An)] ipiy, *)[-- v{x)] - r¡{x)p{x, y)} [r,(y) - p].

y£D\C

Since the function multiplying [rj{y) - p] is nonnegative, it follows that

(2.14) j{nDf-Slcf)dp>0

whenever p>svp. Now, by the proof of Theorem 2.3, by Theorem 2.11, and by the

fact that nD is the generator of a finite Markov chain, there exists an e > 0 so that

(/ + eSlD): HD -* UD, {I + ei2c): Mc -* Mc,

(2.15) {I+enD):L-^L,

and (/ + e£2c) maps nonnegative functions into nonnegative functions. For any

p, let p be the probability measure determined by

J«dp = j{h + eÜDh)dp.

By (2.15), if p>svp, then p>svp. Now let

K = {if, g) E Mc x MD: ffdp. < fgdp. for all p >s vp\ ,

and take if, g)EK and p>svp. Then

fig + eSlDg) dp =fgdp> ffdp = f(f+ eüj) dp>f(f+ e£lcf) dp,

where the final inequality is a consequence of (2.14). Therefore if + eí2c/ g +

eSlDg) E K also. So, the semigroup {Sc{t), SD{t)) maps K into itself. Since

if, f) E K for/G Mc, it follows that
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ffd[pSc(t)]<ffd[pSD(t)]

for p >s v   and /G Mc.  In order to complete the proof of the theorem, it suf-

fices to prove this inequality for /G MD.  For simplicity, assume that D\C = {«},

a singleton, and if/G MD, write fir,) = r,(u)fx(r¡) + [1 - r,(u)]f0(r,) where f0,

/, GMcand/0 <fx. Then

ffd[pSc(t)] = f[pfx + (1 - pVq] d[pSc(t)]

since a(u) = p and by our convention, the random variable 77(11) is independent of

{r,{x), x EC} relative to the measure pSc(t). On the other hand,

ffd[pSD(t)] =fr,{u)\fx ~f0] d[pSD(t)] +jf0d[uSD(t)]

> pflfi -f0] d[pSD®] + ffo d[ßSD{t)]

since pSD(t) >s vp by Corollary 2.12.  The result then follows from the fact that

p/i+o-py0eMc.

Corollary 2.16. Assume that CEDES, a(x) > p on S\D, and a(x) =

p on D\C. If v >s vp and v>p, then pSc(t) < vSD(t) for all t > 0.

3. The finite system.  Throughout this section, we will consider the process-

es described at the beginning of §2 in the case that p(x, y) is given by (1.1) with

&<p<l and

, .     ÍX   ifx<0,
°(x) = \ -c     ^ n

(p     1ÎX >0.

Let Dn = {1, . . . , n}, S2n = D.D , and Sn(t) = SD (t). This process is a finite

state Markov chain, and is irreducible provided that

(3.1) pX + ?p>0   and   p(l - p) + q(l - X) > 0.

It is easy to see what the stationary distributions of the chain are if (3.1) fails.

If one of the expressions in (3.1) is positive and the other is zero, then the unique

stationary distribution is the pointmass on 77 = 0 or on 77 = 1. If both expressions

are zero, then p = 1, X = 0 and p = 1, in which case there are exactly n + 1

extreme stationary distributions.  Therefore throughout this section we will assume

that (3.1) holds, and will study the (unique) stationary distribution pn of the

chain. Our eventual goal is to determine properties of the measure lim„_>00ii„ on

X+ = {0, 1}  +, and in particular its dependence on X and p, since this will be

the key to the analysis of the X-process in the next section.

The first observation, obtained from the relation ¡Slnfdp„ = 0 for fir,) =

77(11), is that, for 1 < u < n - 1,
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ppn {77: t?(«) = 1, t?(« + 1) = 0} - qpn {77: ijfu) = 0, rj(w + 1) = 1>

= pXp„ {:?: 7?(1) = 0} - «7(1 - X)p„ {77: 77(1) = 1}

= p(l - p)pn {17: T7(«) = 1} - qppn {7?: 7?(«) = 0).

Let cn he the common value of these expressions.  The key result which permits

the study of {pn, n > 1} is the following recursion relation.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that (3.1) holds, and take 77 G {0, 1}  ".

(a) // rj(«) = 1 and r\{u + 1) = 0 for some 1 < u < « - 1, then

PV-n W - <7M„ {riu,u +1} = cnpn_ x {f: f(x) = t?(x) for 1 < x < u

and f(x) = r,{x + l)foru<x<n-l}.

(b) If nil) = 0, then

PV„{t?} -q{l - X)p„{77,} = c„p„_! {f: t{x) = r¡{x + I) for Kx <« - 1}.

(c) // 77(«) = 0, then

p{l -p)pn{t7„} -<7pp„{t?} =cnpn_x{Ç: Ç{x) = r){x)for I <x<n-l}.

Remark.   The proof of this theorem is considerably simpler when p = 1,

so it is suggested that the interested reader carry it out in that case first.

Proof.   Since pn is continuous in p, p and X whenever (3.1) is satisfied, it

suffices to prove the theorem for a dense set of p, p and X. Therefore we will

assume that p, p and X G (0, 1) and that

(3.3) pm\{l-p)i-qmp{l-\)

for all integers m> I. The proof of the theorem will then be by induction on «.

A simple computation gives

u r„. _m = o =_EÀ±£Ê_   and   c   =p2X(l-p)-<72(l-X)p
P1ÍÍ..77U)     1}     l+(x_p)(p_q)    and   c, 1+(X_p)0,_?)       •

Therefore (a) is vacuous and (b) and (c) hold if « = 1.  Assume then that (a), (b)

and (c) hold for « = 1, . . . , «2 - 1.  Suppose for now that there is a signed mea-

sure p on {0, 1}  m such that for each 77 G {0, 1}  m, the following holds:

(a')  If 77(u) = 1 and 77(1/ + 1) = 0 for some 1 < u < m - 1, then

pp{i7> -<7p{t?u>u+1} = pm_, {?: f(x) = 77(x) for 1 <x < «

and f(x) = r){x + 1) for u < x ^ m - 1}.

(b')  If7?(l) = 0, then

pXp{r?} - c?(l - X)p{7?.} = pm_, tf: m = t?(x + 1) for 1 <x < m - I}.

(c')  If 77(m) = 0, then
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p(l - p)p{r,m} - qpp{rù s*»m-i#: f (x) - i?(x) for Kx<m-1}.

We will show that p is a constant multiple of pm.  In order to do so, let fir,) = 1

if 77 = f and fir,) = 0 if 77 =£ f where f is any fixed configuration in {0, 1}  m.

Computing í2m/for this/yields

^i)«r(Opx+[i-?(i)ka-x).

"m/Tfm) - U - K«)]P0 - P) + K»0?P.

nm/TfU,U+ l) - 9««)il - K" + 01 + Pf(" + OU - ?(")!.

iff(a)#f(u + l),
m-l m— 1

nm/T?) =-p Z K*)[i - K* + i)l-îZ K* + Oil - K*)l
*=i jt=i

-pX[l - f(l)] - q(l - X)?(l) -P(l - p)S{m) - <7P[1 - Sim)],

and Slmf(r,) = 0 for all other 77. Therefore

fnmfdp - «oipXiiß-,} -i(i - X)/j{f}] + [i - f(i)] b(i - XMfj-pXp{?}]

+ f("i)[<7PP{fm}-p(i-p)p{r}]

+ [1 - Km)] [p(l - p)Mifm} - ?PP{?}]

m-l

+ Z f(")[i -f(" + D] [?p{rM,H+1} -ppß-}]
u=l

+ "z f(« + D[i - ««)] bp{?„,u+i} - wff}].
u = l

Using (a'), (b') and (c), this becomes

famfdp = [2f(l) - l]pm_, {7: yix) m ¡fr + 1) for Kx <m - 1}

+ [1 - 2Km)]Mm_1 {7: 7(x) = fix) for 1 <x < nz - 1}

+ "Z  If(" + 0 - K«)H, -1 & TOC) = Six) for 1 < x < u and
M=l

7(x) = f(jc + 1) for M <x < m - 1}.

But then 5Q.mfdp = 0 since [?(« + 1) - f(ti)]/im _ 1 {7: TOO = ?(*) for 1 < Jt <

M and y(x) = Ç(x 4- 1) for u <x < m - 1} = [2f(w + 1) - l]jum_i {7: y{x) =

S(x) for 1 <x <m and y(x) = t(x + 1) for u <x < m - 1} - [2f(«) - l]Mm_!

{7: y(x) = S(x) for 1 <jc < u and y(x) = S(x + 1) for u <x < m - 1}. Therefore
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p is a constant multiple of pm. In fact, summing (a') appropriately yields

PPÍT?: 7?(u) - 1, r¡{u + 1) = 0} - C7PÍ77: r?(u) = 0, t?(u + 1) = 1} = 1,

so cm # 0 and

(3.4) M = ^Vm,

so that (a), (b) and (c) follow from (a'), (b') and (c). Therefore, in order to

complete the proof, it suffices to prove that there exists a signed measure p on

{0, IVo« which satisfies (a'), (b') and (c) for all 77 G {0, l}°m. If y = 1, define

P-{7} by

[pm + 1X(l-p)-t7m + 1p(l-A)]p{7}

- [Xpm + ps7m]pm_x {t?: t?(x) = 1 for all x}

(3.5)
m-l

+ PX £ pyqm-ypm_x {77: 7?(x) = 1 for all jc ±y},
y=-

which is possible by (3.3).  Next we will show by induction on k that p{77} can

be defined for 77 such that H.m=xr\{x) = m - k in such a way that (a'), (b') and

(c) are satisfied for those 77. That this is possible for k = 1 follows from the

above choice of p{y}, as can easily be checked. So, assume that p{q} has been

defined for 77 such that 2m_j77(x) > m- k and that (a'), (b') and (c) are satisfied

for such 77, where k > 2. Use (b') and (c) to define p{n} for tj such that

2m_j77(x) = m - k and 77(1) = 0 or 7?(m) = 0. In order to show that this is well

defined if 77(1) = 0 and 7?(m) = 0, it suffices to show that, for such an 77,

r72p(l - X)p{77!} + «7ppm_, ft: f(x) = t?(x + 1) for 1 <x <m - 1}

(3.6)
= p2X(l -p)p{77m} -pXpm_! {f: f(x) = 77(x) for Kx <m - 1}.

By the induction hypothesis, (b') can be applied to 77m and (c) to t?j to show that

(3.6) is equivalent to

apV-m-x if : Six) -= v{x + I) for 1 <* < m - 1}

+ pXpm_! {f: m = n{x) for 1 <x <m - 1}

= <7(1 - X)pm_x {f : ?(x) = Vx{x) for 1 <x < m - 1}

+ p(l -p)pm_1{f: f(x) = 77m(x + 1)for Kx<m- 1},

which is true since (b) and (c) are satisfied fot n = m-l. Now (a') can be used

to define p{r¡} for 77 such that 2m=177(x) = m - k and t?(1) = 77(7«) = 1.  Again,
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to check that this is well defined, and that (a') then holds for all 77 for which

2™=1T7(.x) = m - k, it suffices to observe that if 77(H) = 1, r,(u + 1) = 0, 77(11) =

1,77(1; + 1) = 0 and u < v, then

PP-m-i ft: Six) = r,{x) for 1 <x < u and £(je) = r,(x + 1) for u <x < m - 1}

+ qpm-i IS- Six) = Vu,u+i(x) for 1 <a: < u and S{x) = r,(x + 1)

for v<x </n- 1}

= PP-m-X{$-- S{x) = v{x)for 1 <x < v and S(x) = r,{x + 1) for v <x <m - 1}

+ Wm-1 if: f(*) = tf*) for 1 < Jc < « and f(x) = r,uv+ x(x + 1)

for u <x < m - 1}.

But this is a consequence of the fact that (a) holds for n = m - 1.  This completes

the induction on k, and therefore the proof of the theorem.

In general, it appears to be difficult to express pn, or even cn, explicitly in

closed form.  It does follow from (3.4) and (3.5) that cn is a positive multiple of

\p"+iX(l -p)-q"+1p(l- X)], so that if X(l - p) > 0, for example, then cn is

positive for large values of n.   If p = 1, it can be shown that

xq-py^pu-p)
C" n„(X, 1 - p)

where hn(x, y) = g J^f/" J ^"¿V+y-/,

although this will not be needed for the subsequent analysis.  If X = p, then pn =

vx by Theorem 2.4, and therefore cn = (p - <7)X(1 - X) for all n.

When comparisons are made which involve pn for various values of n, we will

adopt the same convention as in §2: pn will be viewed as a measure on {0, 1}Z

via

P-n ÍV- v{x¡) = I, t?0,) - 1, T7(zfc) » 1 for 1 <i <l, Kf <m, Kk<r)

= \'prpn {77: r,(yj) = 1 for 1 < / < m}    for x¡ < 0 < y¡ < n < zk.

We will write ju„(X, p) and c„(X, p) when it is necessary to make explicit the de-

pendence on X and p.

Proposition 3.7.   (a) If Xx < X2, then pn(\x, p) < M„(X2, p).

(b) Z/pj < p2, then pn(\, px) < pn(\, p2).

(c) IfX<p, then p„(X, p)> pn+ t(X, p).

(d) IfX>p, then pn(X, p) < p„+1(X, p).

Proof.   Statements (a) and (b) are obtained by letting t —* °° in (a) of

Theorem 2.4.   For (d), apply Theorem 2.13 to C = Dn and D = Dn+X to

obtain vpSn(t) < vpSn+x{t), and then let t —*■ °°.   The proof of (c) is similar.
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Corollary 3.8.    (a)  If \ < p, then vx < p„(X, p)<vp.

(b) If\ > p, then Vp < p„(X, p) < vx.

Proof.   To prove (a), for example, use (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.7 to

obtain

v\ = P«(X- X) < Pn(X' P) < l-n(P> P) = vp-

We will need a slightly stronger form of these inequalities.

Proposition 3.9.   (a) If\<p, then there exists a ß< p such that

pn{\p)<vpon {0,1}D".

(b) // X > p, then there exists a ß> p such that p„(X, p) > Vß on {0, 1}  ".

Proof.   The two parts are similar, so assume that X < p.  Since UD   is

finite dimensional and ffdvp is continuous in ß fot f E UD , it suffices to prove

that Jfdpn{\, p) < SfdVp for all nonconstant / G M0 . So suppose that /G UD

and ¡fdpn{\,p) = ffdvp. Then

$Sn{t)fdVp > ¡Sn{tYdpn(\, p) = ffdp„{\, p)

where the equality is a consequence of the invariance of pn with respect to SJt),

and the inequality follows from Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 2.3.  By Theorem 2.4,

fSn{t)fdvp < ffdVp. Putting these inequalities together leads to ¡Sn{t)fdvp =

ffdVp, and therefore to ¡nnSn{t)fdvp = 0 for all t > 0.  But, for any g G MD ,

jüng dvp = (p - X)/[77(l) - p] fefoi) -*0Ö] <frp.

and since the integrand is nonpositive, it follows that Sn{t)f{r¡x) = Sn{t)An) for

all 77 and all t > 0 if p < 1. But this implies that / is constant. The case p = 1

is easier, and left to the reader.  (Recall that p < 1 by (3.1) if p = 1.)

Theorem 3.10.   (a) p(X, p) = lim^^p^X, p) exists in the sense of weak

convergence of measures on X.

(b) c(X, p) = lim„_»00i:„(X, p) exists, c(X, p)<ip~ q)p{l - p) // X < p,

and c(X, p)>ip- q)p{l - p)if\> p.

(c) Ifx, < u and u + l <y¡for I <i <k and 1 </ </, then

pp{\, p){v: 7?(x,.) = 1,77(H) = 1,7?(u + 1) = 0, Tjty) = 1

for 1 <i<kandl </</}

- t7p(X, p){7?: t?(x,.) - 1,7?(K) = 0,7?(« + 1) = 1,770,.) = 1

for I <i<k and I </</}

- c(X, pMX, p){77: 7?(x,.) = 1,770,. - 1) = 1 for 1< / < * and 1< / < /}.
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(d) Ifx¡>l for 1 <i<k, then

pXp(X,p){7?: 7?(1) = O, r,(x¡) = 1 /or 1 < i < *}

- q(l - X)p(X, p)fo: t?(1) = l,v{x{) =lforl<i<k}

= c(X, p)p{X, p){r¡: riix, - 1) = 1 for K i < k}.

(e) 77ie relations in (c) and (d) determine pIX, p) uniquely, so in particular,

p(X, p) depends on p only through the value of c(X, p).

Proof.  If/G M, then iimn_^eoffdpn exists by (c) and (d) of Proposition

3.7. Therefore (a) follows from the compactness of the set of probability mea-

sures on X and the fact that M is a determining class of functions. Since c„(X, p)

= PP„Í>. P)ÍV- t?(") = 1, Vfyt + 1) - 0} - qpnÇX, p){Tj: t?(u) = 0,77(1/ + 1) = 1},

it follows from (a) that lim^^c,,^, p) exists. Summing (c) of Theorem 3.2

appropriately yields

c„(X, p) = p(l - p)p„(X, p){t): t?(n) = 1} - qpp„ÇX, p){rj: r¡{n) - 0}.

By Corollary 3.8, if X < p, then pn{X, p){r¡- vi") = O < P. from which cn(X, p)

< (p - ff)p(l _ p) follows. If X > p, then the inequalities are reversed, thus com-

pleting the proof of (b). Parts (c) and (d) are obtained by summing and letting

n —*■ °° in (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2. For the proof of (e), consider the problem

of determining probabilities of the form p(X, p){r,: n(l) = ex, r,(2) = e2,. . . ,

?7(n) = e„} for all choices of e¡ = 0 or 1. This can be done inductively on n in

the following way.  For n = 1, note that (d) determines ju(X, p){r¡: r,{l) = 1}.

For the induction step, use (c) and (d) to express all the required probabilities in

terms of p(X, p) {77: 77(1) = 1 for 1 < / < n) if X > 0, and in terms of p(X, p) {77:

t7(0 = 0 for 1 < 1 < n} if X = 0. The details will be left to the reader.

In order to study the tail behavior of p(X, p), let pn{X, p) be the measure

which is obtained by shifting p(X, p) in the following way.

P"0. P)ir¡- Vixi) - I for 1</<*} « p(X, p){r>: ttÇc, + n) = 1 for 1< i < k).

Lemma 3.11. (a) p(X, p) = lim^^t/fX, p) exisrs.
Am*

(b) p(X, p) is translation invariant.

(c) Z/x,. <u andu + l <y¡for 1 <i <kand 1 </' </, then

PP(X,p)fo: T7(*,) = l,T7(w)= l,7?(w + l) = 0,77(>/) = 1 /or Ki<k, 1 </</}

-A,p){r?: vixf) = 1, T7(«) = 0,77(11 + 1) = 1, niyj) = 1

forl<i<k, l<j<t}

= dX, p)p{X, p) {77: tjCx, -1, niyr 1) -1 /or !</<«,!</< /}.
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Proof.   It follows from an argument similar to that used to prove (c) and

(d) of Proposition 3.7 that p"(X, p) < p"+1(X, p) if X < p and p"(X, p) >

pn+1{\, p) if X > p, and (a) is a consequence of this monotonicity. Part (b) is

immediate, while part (c) is obtained by using (c) of Theorem 3.10 and then let-

ting « —► o°.

Lemma 3.12. p(X, p) is exchangeable.

Proof.  Let /m(f) = p{\, p){n: n{x) = S{x) for 1 <x < m} for f G X.

We must show that /m(f) is only a function of m and k = 2m_ jf(x). The proof

is by induction on m and then, for each m, by induction on k. The statement is

immediate if m = 1 or k = 0 since p(X, p) is translation invariant. So consider

/ < « and assume that /m(f) depends only on m and k = 2m=1f(x) for m < «

and & < m, and for m = « and fc < /. Put N = /(« - /) and let f0 and f^ be

configurations with f0(l) = • • • = f0(/) = 1, f0(/ + 1) = • • • = ?„(«) = 0,

toO) = • • • = f7v(" - 0 = 0, and r^vi" - / + 1) = • • • = foOO - 1- Let f p
• • •. Íjv"_ i oe configurations such that, for 0 < i < N - 1, fi+ ( is obtained from

f; by interchanging two coordinates u and u + 1 for which ff(«) = 1 and

¡"fit + 1) = 0.  By (c) of Lemma 3.11 and the induction hypothesis, p/„(f,) _

«fnÜt+1) is independent of i and /„($•„) = /„(f^). Therefore fJJ¡¡) = fn{Ç0) for

all 0 < i < A^. This completes the induction step, since for any f such that

2"=1f(x) = I, the construction of the sequence {¡¡} can be performed in such a

way that f = f¡ for some z.

Theorem 3.13.  Ifp>% and X + p > 1, then p(X, p) = i>p and therefore

c(X. P) = ip- <7)p(l - P).

Proof.  Since p is exchangeable, de Finetti's theorem guarantees the exis-

tence of a probability measure a on [0, 1] such that p — f^Vß do{ß). By property

(c) of Lemma 3.11,

(P - Q)5\ i--ß)ßk+1 do{ß) = c(X, p)floßk doiß).

Therefore there is some ß E [0,1] so that c(X, p) = ip~ q)ß{l - ß), and some

t G [0, 1] so that p = rv& + (1 - t)vx _ß. By (b) of Theorem 3.10, ß{l -ß)<

p(l - p) if X < p and 0(1 - 0) > p(l - p) if X > p. By Corollary 3.8, if t > 0,

then ß lies between X and p, while if t < 1, then 1 - ß lies between X and p.

Since p > 14 and X + p > 1, the only possibility is that p = vp. The final state-

ment follows from (c) of Lemma 3.11.

Corollary 3.14.  //X < 14, then limpl x_Kp(K, p) = vx.

Proof.  This limit exists by monotonicity, since p(X, p,) < p(X, p2) for
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p1 < p2 by (b) of Proposition 3.7.  By Theorem 3.13, limp ; x_^c(X, p) -

ÍP * ?)X(1 - X) for X < Vi. Therefore the limit is v^ by (e) of Theorem 3.10.

Theorem 3.15. If X < Vt and X + p < 1, then p{X, p) = vK and therefore

c{X,p) = (p-q)X{l-X).

Proof.   By the previous corollary and the monotonicity of p(X, p) in p,

p(X, p)<vK. Therefore /i(X, p)<v^. By the argument used in the proof of

Theorem 3.13, p(X, p) = Vß for some ß < X. Suppose ß < X. Then c(X, p) -

ip - q)p\l -ß) = c(X, 1 - ß) by Theorem 3.13, so p(X, p) = p(X, 1 - ß) by (e)

of Theorem 3.10. But this is impossible since p(X, 1 -ß) = vx_ß by Theorem

3.13. Therefore J3 = X.

Theorem 3.16.  IfX>Vt and p < Vt, then p(X, p) = ux,2 and therefore

c(X, o) = Kip - q).

Proof.   Since p(X, p) < p(X, Vt) by (b) of Proposition 3.7, it follows from

Theorem 3.13 that p(X, p) < p(X, Vt) — vxj2. Therefore, by the argument used

in the proof of Theorem 3.13, p(X, p) — v* for some ß < Vi.  Suppose ß < Vt.

Then c(X, p) = (p - q)ß(l - ß) = c(X, 1 - ß) by Theorem 3.13, so p(X, p) =

ju(X, 1 - ß) by (e) of Theorem 3.10.  But this is impossible since p(X, 1 - ß) =

vx_ß by Theorem 3.13, so it follows that ß = Vt.

Finally, we will summarize some of the previous results in the following way.

Corollary 3.17. (a) IfX>Vt andp < Vt, then p(X, p) = p(X, Vt).

(b) IfX<VtandX + p< 1, then p{X, p) = vx.

(c) If p>Vi and X + p > 1, then p(X, p) behaves like vp at °°.

(d) c(X, p) is continuous on [0, 1] x [0, 1].

(e) p(X, p) is continuous in the sense of weak convergence on [0, 1] x

[0,1].

Proof,  (a), (b) and (c) follow from Theorems 3.16, 3.15 and 3.13, to-

gether with (e) of Theorem 3.10.  Since c(X, p) has been computed explicitly, (d)

is immediate.  The final statement follows from this and (e) of Theorem 3.10.

4. The one-sided system.  This section is devoted to the ergodic theory of

the X-process, which is obtained from the processes described at the beginning of

§2 by taking S = Z, p(x, x +• 1) = p, pix, x - 1) = q, where p + q = 1 and

Vt <p < 1, and a(0) = X.  As in the introduction, the generator and semigroup

corresponding to this process will be denoted by S2^ and Sx(t) respectively.  In

order to emphasize the dependence on X and p of the semigroups from §3, we

will write Sn(t) = Sn(t; X, p). In §3, p(X, p) was defined whenever (3.1) is satis-

fied.  In order to define it in the other cases, let p(X, p) be the pointmass on

77 = 0 if pX + qp = 0, and the pointmass on 77 = 1 if pX + qp > 0 and p(l - p)
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+ q{l - X) = 0.  These .cases are generally simpler than those in which (3.1) holds.

Special arguments which arc at times required for them will usually be omitted.

Theorem 4.1.  For each p G [0, 1], p(X, p) is invariant for the \-process.

Proof.   By Proposition 2.2, 5„(r; X, p)f—* Sx{t)f uniformly on X+ for all

/ which depend on finitely many coordinates.  Since p„(X, p) is invariant for

Sn{f, X, p),

fSn{t; X, p)fdpn{\ p) =ffdpn{\ p).

Therefore fSx{t)fdp{\, p) = ffdp{\, p) by (a) of Theorem 3.10, from which the

result follows.

Lemma 4.2.   // p > 14 and X + p > 1, then vpSJt) —-> p(X, p)as t—+ °°.

Proof.   Assume that X > p, since the proof is similar in the other case.

Then vp < p(X, p) by Corollary 3.8, so vpSx{t) < p(X, p) by Theorems 2.3

and 4.1.   On the other hand, vpSx{t) < vpSn{f, X, p) by Theorem 2.13, and

lim„_1.00 limt_>„VpSn{t; X, p) = p(X, p) by (a) of Theorem 3.10. Therefore every

weak limit of v Sx{t) as t —► °° is equal to p(X, p), and the result follows by

compactness.

Lemma 4.3.   Assume that p is a product measure on X+.

(a) // X > % and p {t?: t?(x) ■ 1} < M for all x G Z+, then

pSx{t) -> p(X, !¿)   así —°°.

(b) //0 < X < 14 and pfr. t?(x) = 1} < 1 - X/or a// z G Z+) r«e«

mSx(0 —► Vx   ast-+°°.

Proof.   In order to prove (a), take C = {1,...,«}, D = Z+ and p = 0

in Theorem 2.13 to obtain v0Sx{t) > v0Sn{t; X, 0).  By (a) of Theorem 3.10 and

(a) of Corollary 3.17,

lim   lim i>05„(r; X, 0) = p(X, 0) = p(X, 14).

On the other hand, v0 < p(X, 14), so v0Sx{t) < p(X, 14) for all t > 0 by Theorems

2.3 and 4.1.  Therefore limi_>ooi'05x(i-) = p(X, 14).  Since vQ <p < i>j ,2 <p(X, 14)

by Corollary 3.8, another application of Theorem 2.3 gives the required result.

For (b), the same argument shows that limf_>ooi>05x(¿*) = vx.  By Lemma 4.2 and

Corollary 3.14, limplx_x]imt_>00vpSx{t) = vx.  Since v0 < p < vp for p > 1 - X,

the result follows from Theroem 2.3.

Lemma 4.4.   Assume that 1 > p > 14, X + p > 1, a«d X =£ p.   7«e« /or

eac« « there is a ß with ß<pif\<p and ß>pif\>p such that if p is a
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product measure on X+ with p {77: r,(x) = 1} between ß and p for 1 <x < n

and p {17: r,(x) = 1} = p for x > n, then pSK(t) —* p(X, p) as t—*■ °°.

Proof.  Assume for simplicity that X < p.  By Proposition 3.9, given n,

there exists a ß < p such that pn(X, p) < Vß on {0, 1}  ". Let p be a product

measure on X+ with p> p{rj: r,(x) = 1} > ß for 1 < x < n and ii{r?: 7?(;c) = 1}

= p for x > n. Then

p(X, p)<pn(X, p)<p<i>p,

so pSx(r) —*• ¿i(X, p) by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 1.7 is contained in Theorem 4.1 and Corollaries 3.14 and 3.17.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.8, special cases of which appear in

Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.8.  The additional arguments needed to generalize

from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to Theorem 1.8 are similar in the various cases which

occur. Therefore we will carry them out only in the case that Vt < X < p < 1. Fix

n for the moment, and let 771, . . . , 77^ be the points of {0, 1}  ", where N = 2".

For 1 < 1 </V', let p¡ be the product measure on X+ with p¡{r¡: r,(x) = 1} =

r,'(x) for 1 < x < n and p¡ {77: t?(;c) = 1} = p for x > n. Let ß be as in Lemma

4.4, and let ßf be such that J3 < fy < p for 1 < / < n.  Then if

p=zjn^0')(i-^)i-v'0')lp,,

it follows from Lemma 4.4 that pSx(t) —► p(X, p).  Since this is true for all choices

of j3's satisfying the given constraints, it follows that p,Sx(t) —► p(X, p) for each

1.  Therefore pSx(f) —► p(X, p) whenever p is a product measure satisfying

p{r¡: rfoc) = 1} = p for x > n. Now suppose p is a product measure satisfying

lim.x->.ooM{i7: V{x) — O = P-  Then, for every e > 0, there is an n and product

measures p and p with p{r¡: r¡(x) = 1} = p - e and p{r¡: r,(x) = 1} = p + e for

x > n such that ¿1 < p < p. By Theorem 2.3 and the preceding case, all weak

limits of pSx(t) lie between p(X, p - e) and p(X, p + e). Therefore pSx(f) —►

p(X, p) by (e) of Corollary 3.17. One other case which merits additional comments

is that in which X = 0 and p = 1. If p < 1, then (3.1) holds, so the results of

§3 are available. By Theorem 2.13, vxSx(t) < vxSn(t; 0, 1), so vxSx(t) —* v0

since limn_>00 limf_>00i>1S„(r; 0, 1) = vQ by (b) of Corollary 3.17.  On the other

hand, if p = 1 and zZx>xp{r,: r,(x) = 0} = °°, then p concentrates on {77 G X+:

r,(x) = 0 for infinitely many x > 1}, and therefore pSK(t) —> v0 is immediate.

5. The two-sided system.  This section is devoted to the analysis of the

simple exclusion process on Z with p(x, x + 1) = p and p(x, x - 1) = q, where

p + q = 1 and p > q, and in particular to the proof of Theorem 1.3.  In order to
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reduce the number of cases that need to be considered, it is convenient to use the

following symmetry principle, whose proof follows easily from an examination of

the form of the generator ii.  From it, for example, follows that part (b) of

Theorem 1.3 implies part (c), and that it suffices to prove part (a) in case X +

p>l.

Proposition 5.1.   If {t7,(x): xEZ} moves according to the simple exclu-

sion process, then so does {1 - rit{- x): xEZ} {with the same p).

Proof of Theorem 13.  In order to prove part (a), first let p be any prod-

uct measure on X such that

(5.2) Urn p{7?:t?(x)= 1} < 14.
jC-s-oo

Let v he the product measure on X with v{rj: 77(x) = 1} = 1 for x < 0 and

v{rj: n{x) = 1} = p{n- V{x) = 1} for x > 1. Take C = Z+ and D = Z in the

version of Corollary 2.16 obtained by interchanging the roles of 0 and 1 to con-

clude that pS{t) < vSx{t) with X = 1 for all t > 0. Therefore if p^ is any weak

limit of pS{t) as t —*■<*■, it follows from (a) of Theorem 1.8 that p„ < p(l, 14).

Since condition (5.2) is not changed by shifting p by a finite amount, and since

p(l, 14) behaves like vx ,2 at °°, it follows that px **vxi2. By Proposition 5.1, it

then follows that if p is any product measure on X such that

(5.3) lim   p{t7:t7(x)= 1}>14,

then all weak limit points p„ of p5(r) as t —*■ °° satisfy p., > vx ,2. Therefore if

p is a product measure on X which satisfies both (5.2) and (5.3), it follows that

urnf-»ooP5(r) exists and is vx,2, thus concluding the proof of part (a).  For the

proof of (b), assume first that

(5.4) p > max(X, 1 - X),

and that p is a product measure on X which satisfies

(5-5) X<p{7?:77(x)=l} <p

in addition to (1.4). Take C = Z+ and D = Z with X in place of p in Theorem

2.13 to obtain pSx{t) < pS{t) for all t > 0. Therefore if pM is any weak limit of

pS{t) as t —* <*-, p« > p(X, p) by Theorem 1.8. Since p(X, p) behaves like v  at

°°, p,, > Vp is obtained by shifting p. On the other hand, since p < v , it follows

that pS{t) < Vp by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.  Therefore p„ < v , so limf_>0oP5(i)

exists and is vp. Now the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1.8 can be

used to eliminate restriction (5.5), and therefore to complete the proof of (b) in

case (5.4) holds. Now assume that 14 < p < X and that p is a product measure
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on X which satisfies

(5.6) p<p{r¡:r,(x)= 1} <X

in addition to (1.4).  Using Theorem 2.13 again gives pS(t) < pSx(t) for all t > 0,

so that if p„ is any weak limit of pS(t) as t —► °°, it follows that p„ < p(X, p)

by Theorem 1.8.  Since p(X, p) behaves like vp at °°, it follows that |i„ < vp.

Since p > Vp, it again follows that p„>vp, and therefore that limt_^00pS(t) = vp.

Restriction (5.6) is then removed as before.  The one remaining situation to be

considered in part (b) is X = p > Vt. So, suppose that p is a product measure on

X satisfying (1.4) in this case.  Given 0 < e < p - Vi, let ¡i and p be product mea-

sures on X whose densities at - °° and + °° exist and are given by X = X - e,

£ = p, X = X and p - p + e, and which satisfy p < p < p. Then, by the cases

already considered, lim^^pSQ) = vp and limf_>0OpiS'(r) = vp+e; so if p^ is any

weak limit of pS(t) as t —► °°, it follows that vp < p«, < vp+e. Therefore

lim^oo/iSf/) = vp.

Theorem 5.7.  If 0 < X < Vi and X + p = 1, then there exists a product

measure pon X which satisfies (1.4) such that both vx and vp are weak limit

points of pS(t) as t—*°°.

Proof.  Let {fk : k > 1} be a sequence in M whose linear span is dense in

C(X). Whenever p appears in the proof, it will be a product measure on X which

satisfies X*í p{r¡: r¡(x) = 1} < p and ^{77: r¡(x) = 1} is nondecreasing in x.  It

suffices to prove that there are sequences tn t °°, an, and xn such that a0 =

Vt < a1, a2n i X, a2n+1 t p, xn is an integer, xQ = 0 > xv x2n t <», and

x2n+l •!• -°°, and such that, for each n > 1,

p{tn)fk dp < jfk dvx + -   if n is even,

(5.8)

fs(tn)fk dp > ffk dvp - i    if n is odd,

whenever 1 < k < n and p satisfies

/

(5.9)      p{T7:r?(*)=l} =

a0 if xx <x <x0,

a¡ if jc;_ j < x < xi+ j, 1 odd, 1 < 1 < n,

a¡ if xi+ j < x < x¡_ j, 1 even, 1 < 1 < n,

a„ ifx=x„ *n4-

The three sequences will be constructed recursively.  So, assume that they have

been chosen for n < /, and assume for specificity that / is even.  Let p be the

measure which satisfies (5.9) for n = / - 1, p{r¡: r,(x) = 1} = a¡_ x fotx> x,_2,

and p {77: 77OO = 1} = X for x < x¡_ x. Then pS(t) —► vx by Theorem 1.3, so

there is a t¡ > t¡_ x such that (5.8) holds for n = / and 1 < k < /.  Since S(t¡)fk E
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C{X) for each k, x¡ and a¡ can be chosen so that (5.8) holds whenever p satisfies

(5.9) with « = /.
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